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-     0.2mg
±     0.7mg
+     1.0mg    from page 95 - other subjects 0.9-2.0 & I.V.
++    1.5mg

+     2.5mg 1/15/77 10:30AM ATS =[0:00]. At [1:15] first paraesthetic twinges.
            [2:00] very light intoxication. less than DOM. [3:00] I can enjoy it or
            ignore it - this might normally be missed - but there are signs of
            "unmasking" but no window. [4:30] still light effect - this has all
            been very little more than threshold. [9:30] still residual awareness
            [13:00] probably clear of symptoms.

±(++) 4.0mg 2/4/77 10:30AM ATS =[0:00] at [1:15] effects noted - and I was
            surprised as I had forgotten expt. [1:50] slight but real [2:15] subtle
            - can be ignored. As window or as STP-psychotomimetic - only ± - But-as
            mood, energizer - there was surely a ++ or better effect. Hewitt is
            right! None of the psychotomimetic effects - but one brings into
            function whatever one wants. Worked cleaning lab to 11pm - slept very
            well - a good, going effect - but not by any means any LSD or STP
            seriousness.

+++ ! 6.0mg 10/9/77 12:15PM ATS =[0:00] effects at [1:15] - emotional interaction
            [with] Ted - unfair - alone at [2:15] intensely stoned [2:30] to +++ 
            the psychosis of the 2-carbon - completely - except that there is much
            sensory distortion. [3:30] onto bed [with] radio - mental construction
            [with] eyes closed - open, walls fall in [5:15] to hill top - sensory
            interpretation is wild - but controllable. [5:45] eat [with] some
            success - mental is straightening up, but sensory is still wild. Hewitt
            is wrong - this is an LSD like psychotomimetic, + psychosis aspects.
            [8:15] sanity OK - sensory still wild. Rotate K.R. flask without
            touching it. Hose on patio can be twitched at will, mentally. [12:00]
            try bed - no sleep. next AM - strange - but perhaps due to no sleep.
            Next afternoon - pretty much OK. A wild and not too unpleasant +++ - at
            least the sensory provides same reward for the psychosis.

+++   6.0mg 12/17/78 (AG 6.0, TG 6.0) 10:50 =[0:00] - [1:00] subtle onset [2:00]
            very quietly into ++ AG a little less, TG a little more [2:30-5:00] TG
            up to state of physical distress - flaccid muscles - extreme tremor.
            Biding time of recovery. AG drops back to comfort and assist - I go
            back and forth - concerned but not worried. Dogless dog-walk around
            many blocks. [8:00] generalized review - TG only occasionally back into
            body still ++ or +++ [12:00] comfortable part - psychedelic reverie. TG
            stable AG completely re enters the ++ that had denied himself. [14:00]
            try bed - [14-18:00] perhaps sleep, perhaps not, but vivid "movie" of
            space flight - computers -  watch mismatch DNA synthesis - dragon
            parade - oblivion. Complete recall. Restful sleep [18-22].
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